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There is an urgent imperative to improve insights into the impacts of end market interventions aimed
to reduce illicit trade in wild fauna and flora. Based on a value chain approach to the representation
of wildlife trade flows, participating actors and potential interventions aimed to reduce harms and
increasing benefits, a range of possible reference points for monitoring and evaluation can be identified.
Sixteen datapoints specifically relevant to evaluation of the impact of end market interventions have
been assessed in terms of utility and viability, with four of them emerging as the most important. These
include consumer opinion indicators (self-reported past purchase rates and predicted future purchase
intention) and retail observation indicators (product sales volume trend, and retail price).
The use of these and other indicators in assessment of intervention impacts within the largely legal
diamond industry and the illegal cocaine trade is reviewed to gain insights into both utility and
viability. Based on the insights derived from this comparison, opportunities and challenges in relation
to further development of these evaluation approaches for assessment of wildlife trade interventions
in end markets are reviewed.
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37% reported some information on their inputs, 98%
on strategies (tactics and approaches adopted to
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in the target audience) and 9% on impacts (biological
changes or threat reduction). Information on outcomes
and impacts was largely anecdotal or based on research
designs that are at a high risk of bias, such as prepost comparisons. At present, it is challenging to know
whether demand reduction campaigns are having a
direct behavioural or biological impact.

Fig. 1: Research design of wildlife DR initiatives
mapped by outcomes and impact. Source: based on
Verissimo and Wan, 2018, reproduced with permission.
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useful in terms of the quality of insight
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No.

Datapoint

1

Retailer claimed past sales

2

Retailer forecast

3

Retailer perception of risk vs
opportunity

Data source
Qualitative data providing insight into the retailer experience of consumer
demand, ideally factors such as how “easy” product is to acquire, supply
time lag, overheads for illegality, how they sell products, etc.
Retailer opinion data

Insight into how retailers predict future demand, what factors they consider,
how far in advance they forecast and if they stockpile.

laws, penalties and effectiveness of enforcement efforts.
4

Retailer perception of product
attributes

Understanding on the categories of use retailers bracket the illegal wildlife
product into: examples include health products, luxury goods, furniture, fuel,
food or others.

5

Claimed past purchasing

How frequently (and ideally in what quantity) self-confessed “buyers” report
purchasing the target wildlife commodity over the past 3/6 or 12 months, 3
years or “ever.”

6

Predicted future purchasing

The proportion of respondents in the survey, predicting their intention to
buy the target wildlife commodity in the future. Usually on a Likert scale e.g.
“very likely; likely; neither likely, nor unlikely; unlikely; very unlikely.”

7

Desires vs inhibitions

Consumer opinion
data

8

Consumer expressions around the illegal wildlife products (or their
equivalents) they desire, and the factors dissuading/encouraging that desire.
Information from consumers (actual buyers, whether lapsed or not, and
outreach channels.

9

Retail availability

Market monitoring data for the number of illegal products in adverts for
sale, and number of offers for sale, in how many outlets, of what type:
measured routinely over time (e.g. monthly in virtual markets/bi-annually in
physical markets).

10

Retail/wholesale prices

Retail price easier to obtain than wholesale, although both should be
gathered routinely and applicable to a weight category e.g. USD4.70 per
gramme for ivory in 2017.

11

Retail sales volumes

12

Substitute sales volumes

Retailer observation
data

Identifying trend data around how much (i.e. what volume) of product is
Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS) records.

year). Hard to acquire.
13

Triggers, motivators and inhibitors

Insight from in depth ethnographic studies, such as social listening,
consumer forum discussions or transaction observations, to understand
what situational triggers prompt consumers to buy products at that place/
on that day; for example, looking at the narratives around their queries to
understand what they seek to determine the best buying experience and
quality product; looking at the tagwords associated with their choice of
purchase.

14

Consumer experience preferences

Insight from similar sources to those above, around how consumers
determine quality of product, whether they would prefer e.g. wild sourced
or farmed, product from Africa or Asia, the elements they value in their
purchase experience, etc. Examples include exclusivity, privacy, price
competitiveness, trust in receiving an authentic product, etc.

Consumer
observation data
15

Purchase pathway/behavioural
journey

16

Fads, styles and trends in the
market

How consumers progress from one-off or occasional purchases of illegal
wildlife products, to those more routine or habitual. Methods of collecting
and compiling data would include in-depth ethnographic analysis and
observation with a few representative test subjects with whom trust is built
over time to acquire a more “natural”/honest insight.
keywords, hashtags or other indicators associated with consumption of the
wildlife product in question) and consumer forum data to understand which
illegal wildlife products are more susceptible to ebbs and peaks in demand,
and what factors drive those.
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Fig. 4: Initial shortlist of
the datapoints offering
insight that is unique and
potentially useful.

Fig. 5: Rough assessment
of how much effort is
involved in gathering the
data and reward (i.e. how
useful the insight arising
might be).

Fig. 6: Mapping data
utility against current
availability.
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data

5. Claimed past purchasing
6. Predicted future purchasing
10. Wholesale/retail price
11. Retail sales volumes
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Near record-high rough diamond production in the
beginning of 2019 was followed by lower-than expected
demand for polished diamonds, causing a ripple
polished diamonds was driven by two major factors:
geopolitical and macroeconomic tension lowered
that decreased the need for inventory on hand ... softer
demand for polished diamonds led to a 3% drop in
polished prices and is expected to lead to 10% to 15%
lower revenues for midstream players. The slowdown
in years, as well as high inventory levels, which have
been accumulating since 2017

Transnational crime
is a business, and business is very good. Money is the
primary motivation for these illegal activities. The
revenues generated from the 11 crimes covered in this
report—estimated between USD1.6–2.2 trillion per
year—not only line the pockets of the perpetrators but
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Fig. 7: Graphic Illustrating Bain & Company’s Diamond 2019 Value Chain Analysis, the Relationship Between
https://www.bain.com/insights/global-diamond-industry-report-2019/

Fig. 8: Graphic Illustrating Bain & Company’s Diamond Historic Value Chain Analysis, the Relationship Between
https://www.bain.com/insights/global-diamond-industry-report-2019/
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These crimes undermine local and national economies,
destroy the environment, and jeopardize the health
and wellbeing of the public. Transnational crime will
low risks is challenged

chains (Moneron et al

et al
No level of the drug supply chain is easy to study, but
there is ongoing data collection about users (e.g., from
household surveys and studies of treatment populations)
and production (e.g., from satellite imagery). Retailing
can be studied by asking users to describe their purchases
or by interviewing retailers directly; the nature of their
trade requires them to be fairly visible

This review of studies examining the behaviour of drug
dealers shows that they do (sometimes unconsciously) adjust
their operations in response to law enforcement strategies
and actions, but to a large degree continue to pursue the
same principles as any legitimate commodity business
setting of margins, and management of risk. Much greater
analysis and understanding of market behaviour is needed
if the international law enforcement community is to
with the illegal market in controlled drugs

discussion.
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Datapoint
Consumer desire (self-reported past purchase
and predicted future intention) (opinion)

Potential Measures and Method
Ethnographic techniques
Sensitive questioning techniques in social surveys
Private sector research techniques e.g. Brand attachment & Unmatched count technique (UCT)
Social listening and e.g. Google search string trend data

Product throughput (observation)
Acquiring any equivalent to EPOS (Electronic Point of Sale) data
Analysing CCTV footage to identify products people walk out of shops with (only available in
relation to physical markets)
through big data analytics
Price (wholesale if possible) (observation)

Ensuring data are gathered systematically as a complement to online market monitoring, and
tracked in key indicator markets.
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